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1. Evaluate the performance of Coulomb rate-state (CRS) vs. ETAS forecasts in near real-

time and in full prospective mode, in a data-rich and well instrumented region;

2. Test the usefulness of real-time data products for short-term aftershock forecasts;

3. Following our experiment on the 2016-17 Central Italy sequence (Mancini et al., 2019), 

investigate which CRS model components consistently increase the information gain 

over a different sequence; 

4. Test the predictive skills of Coulomb rate-state models for Operational Earthquake 

Forecasting (OEF) purposes;

MOTIVATIONS



EXPERIMENT DESIGN
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• Learning phase (01/01/1981 – 03/07/2019) from Hauksson et al. 2012

• Testing phase (04/07/2019 – 04/08/2019) from COMCAT catalog

• 3 rupture lengths testing region
• 6 models (5 CRS + 1 ETAS)

• Models forecast out of sample; 
Not a fitting exercise.

• We use up to the first two weeks 
of data (seismicity and focal 
mechanisms)

• Target events M ≥ 2.5

• The forecast starts immediately 
after the Mw 4.0 foreshock

• Forecasts updated daily

• Total horizons of 1 month 
(pseudo-prospective) and 1 year 
(prospective)

• Evaluation windows of 1-day, 

• Parallel code “CRS” (Cattania & 
Khalid, 2016)

CRS-5

CRS-1

CRS-2

CRS-4

CRS-3

* = from the smoothed stress inversion of Luttrell & Smith-Konter (2017)
# = same as (*), but aided by a 3D nearest neighbour association from past 
focal mechanisms



Modelling spatially variable receiver fault orientations

CRS-3
From the smoothed stress inversion of 

Luttrell & Smith-Konter (2017)

CRS-5
From the smoothed stress inversion aided by 3D nearest 

neighbour association of past focal mechanisms (1981-2019)



A common feature: the 1981-2019 background density (M2.5+)



FORECAST TIME SERIES

Expected and observed seismicity vs. time

• The preliminary models 
systematically underestimate the 
daily seismicity rates over the 
entire evaluation period.

• CRS models incorporating 
secondary triggering and spatially 
variable receiver faults perform 
well in the 24h following the M6.4 
Searles Valley event.

• All non-preliminary models 
overestimate the seismicity rates 
after the M7.1 Ridgecrest event

Early catalog incompleteness..



Mc vs Time



ETAS

Receivers from stress inversion

Finite-length slip models (not 

available for the M6.4)

Secondary triggering (2.5+)

(not accounted for at this stage)

Spatial forecast:
24 hours after the Mw 6.4 Searles 

Valley event

Receivers from stress inversion

+ past focal mechanisms



ETAS

Spatial forecast:
24 hours after the Mw 7.1 Ridgecrest 

mainshock

Receivers from stress inversion

+ Finite-length slip models

Secondary triggering (2.5+) Receivers from stress inversion

+ past focal mechanisms



ETAS

Spatial forecast:
24 hours after the Mw 7.1 Ridgecrest 

mainshock

Receivers from stress inversion

+ Finite-length slip models

Secondary triggering (2.5+) Receivers from stress inversion

+ past focal mechanisms



ETAS

Spatial forecast:
1 month after the Mw 7.1 Ridgecrest 

mainshock

Receivers from stress inversion

+ Finite-length slip models

Secondary triggering (2.5+) Receivers from stress inversion

+ past focal mechanisms



1-month evaluation: 

S-test’s log-likelihoods

Small-scale structural heterogeneity important 
for delayed triggered seismicity?

In the long term, ETAS has the best spatial 
consistency, but not in the 24 hour after the 
Mw 7.1 mainshock.

The introduction the finite-length slip model 
for the Mw 7.1 event (although in its 
preliminary version) increases the likelihood of 
the CRS model.

When CRS accounts for secondary triggering, 
the spatial performance improves/



1-month evaluation: Information gain (T-test)

We calculate the information gain from 
the basic CRS-1 model

• Despite the good performance in time of CRS
models in the 24h following the Mw 6.4, the
inability to capture the “L-shaped” seismicity
results in IG significantly lower than ETAS.

• As the sequence progresses, the finite-length
slip model and the small-scale receiver fault
heterogeneities consistently improve the
information gain.

• The 1-month performance of CRS-5 and ETAS
is overall comparable in terms of information
gain.

Effect of finite-length slip model

Effect of refined
receivers



INFORMATION GAIN MAPS: where is a forecast more informative than a benchmark model?

When we introduce…

Performance 
improvement

Poorer
Performance

Finite-length slip model
and spatially variable receivers from 

smoothed stress inversion

Secondary triggering and small-scale 
receiver heterogeneity from past focal 

mechanisms
ETAS vs CRS-5



(some) Take-home points from this pseudo-prospective experiment

• Despite unrefined and affected by uncertainty, previously available data (i.e. heterogeneous spatial rupture
distributions from smoothed stress inversions) and near real-time data (i.e. preliminary slip models) increase
the predictive power of CRS models. However, we expect their performance to improve sensibly with the
improved/best-available datasets;

• The inclusion of secondary triggering effects from M2.5+ events improves the spatial consistency of physics-
based models. This result supports previous findings from the 2016-17 Central Italy sequence (Mancini et al.,
2019);

• The combination of stress inversion and small-scale structural heterogeneity represented by past focal
mechanisms corresponds to the best performing CRS model;

• The comparative evaluation of ETAS and CRS models suggests that the statistical forecasts should incorporate
fault information (ETAS-fault) while stress-based models should include finite-length slip models and consider
the structural heterogeneities to increase their information gain in an OEF scenario.
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